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Forward

For nearly a century now, amateur radio has been a major player in emergency communications. During that
time, the role of amateur radio has evolved and is still evolving. Technology continues to change and even

sometimes replace some of the legacy systems and traditional roles. New technologies have opened up new

possibilities for amateurs, and the amateur community must carefully consider how to apply them.

Emergency communications is not as simple as it used to be. In the post 9/11 world, more demands for

professionalism, security, continuing education, working within and through federally mandated emergency
response organizations, and the standardized Incident Command System are placing more demands than ever

upon amateur radio communications response agencies and individuals.

In short, the requirements for being effective emergency communicators have changed over the years as the

amateur service and technology have changed. It is no longer enough to simply ‘have a license’ and be an
eager volunteer.

Minnesota has long been a leader in preparing for emergencies and disasters, both natural and human-caused.

The state’s role in emergency management dates back to the turn of the century, and catastrophic events such
as the 2007 I-35 bridge collapse highlighted Minnesota’s significant disaster risk. Today, terrorist threats and

the H1N1 virus pandemic compound the state’s need for readiness beyond natural disasters.

This plan addresses emergency communications resources for the State of Minnesota. It provides state

government with a variety of volunteer (unpaid) professional resources in administrative, technical and
operational areas during times of emergency or public service need. These resources provide communications

to served agencies and NGOs (nongovernmental organizations and private agencies and organizations).

Specific to ARES, it is understood in this document that the amateur radio services ARES provides should be

used during an actual communications emergency, and mobilized “when all else fails” as a communications of

last resort.

This plan also includes the use of FCC-licensed Amateur Radio operators in RACES (Radio Amateur Civil

Emergency Service) and ARES (Amateur Radio Emergency Service of the American Radio Relay League). This
plan also acknowledges the expertise and resource status of other organizations whose membership is not

restricted to licensed Amateur Radio operators (SKYWARN and REACT).

The Minnesota ARES Section Emergency Coordinator has the responsibility for organizing and administering

the services of the ARES volunteers covered by this plan. The RACES responsibility is delegated to the

governing City or County Emergency Management Director.

Communication resources are normally mobilized at the same time other public safety resources are

responding and reacting to an incident. Communication resources should not be mobilized late, since this may
reduce or eliminate their ability to act effectively.
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I. Introduction

Amateur radio (also known as 'ham radio') services are regulated under Part 97 of the FCC rules. Amateur
radio operators are licensed users who operate radio communications as a hobby or a voluntary service

running within amateur radio frequencies allocated by the FCC. To acquire an amateur radio license,

individuals are required to pass a licensing exam that proves the individual possesses the operational and
technical qualifications required to properly perform the duties of an amateur service licensee [47 CFR 97.503].

Currently, individuals may qualify for three classes of operator license: Technician, General and Amateur

Extra.

When normal communications systems are not available, amateur stations may make transmissions necessary

to provide essential communication needs in connection with the immediate safety of human life and

immediate protection of property [47 CFR 97.403]. This provision of emergency communications is regulated
by Part 97, Subpart E of the FCC's rules. One advantage for amateur radio operators in public emergency

communications is the wide range of available frequencies [47CFR 97.407].

During emergencies, amateur radio operators may transmit messages to other amateur stations, subject to the

privileges authorized for the class of license the amateur station control operator holds. For these

transmissions, no special FCC permissions are required.

Messages may be transmitted on behalf of unlicensed individuals, at the discretion of the amateur station

licensee. These messages are referred to as third party communications. The FCC’s rules permit an amateur
station to transmit messages for a third party to any other amateur station within the jurisdiction of the United

States. Amateur stations in the United States may transmit third party communications to amateur stations

outside the United States under certain circumstances.

During emergencies, amateur radio operators coordinate their efforts through formal and informal groups

referred to as "networks" or "nets." Amateur radio services are provided to both governmental and non-profit
emergency organizations, and include both voice and digital communications. Amateur radio operators often

work with state emergency management officials as well as various national emergency organizations.

NTS, the National Traffic System, provides a means for rapidly sending amateur radio messages over long

distances. NTS nets are not independent entities. Each net performs its functions as part of a nationwide

organization.

The Amateur Radio Operator’s primary emergency service mission is to provide supplemental
communication channels, and to tie different systems and agencies together. In addition, Amateur Radio

Operators have a high degree of technical ability that can assist in quickly establishing or repairing

communications facilities. Each emergency is different, and as such, flexibility is a necessity in order to

provide the appropriate and adequate response to each.

Amateur Radio serves as back-up communications to established services and often is not called immediately

if normal communications circuits are intact and adequate. Members should monitor developments and be

prepared for swift deployment should such a request be received.

Agencies that could be served during a communications emergency include, but are not limited to, the

American Red Cross, Salvation Army, hospitals, Offices Of Emergency Management (OEM), police, fire,

rescue squads, schools, military, utility companies, large industrial concerns, the National Weather Service,

forestry services, or other Minnesota Voluntary Agencies Assisting in Disaster (MnVOAD). Contact should be

made with selected agencies prior to crisis situations, to develop mutual understandings and plans of action.
Memoranda of Understandings (MOU) exist between THE ARRL and some of these organizations and are

available from ARRL at http://www.remote.arrl.org/FandES/field/mou/.
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II. Purpose and Scope

The Minnesota ARES Emergency Operations Plan has been designed to provide a consistent statewide
framework to enable the ARES, RACES, REACT, and SKYWARN units to work together as a cohesive team, to

mitigate, prepare for, respond to, and recover from the effects of emergencies regardless of cause, size,

location, or complexity, when ARES is called upon by a served agency. This plan is in effect at all times, and
applies to all levels of Minnesota ARES.

This plan incorporates and complies with the principles and requirements found in federal and state laws,
regulations and guidelines. It is intended to conform to the requirements of the National Incident

Management System (NIMS) and be consistent with federal emergency planning concepts such as the

National Response Framework (NRF).

The contents of this plan are intended to be a compilation of best practices, guidelines, and suggested
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) rather than a specific blueprint.

This plan is a resource, not a regulation. Each County EC is given great latitude to determine the actual needs

and programs, to provide support for their local served agencies. The unpaid volunteers specified in this plan
are vital resources to Minnesota, not only because of their extreme dedication and loyalty, but because they

possess the following skills:

 Extensive knowledge and skills in the field of communications in operational, technical, and

administrative areas;

 Specialized knowledge and skills in the field of severe weather response, storm spotting and a

working knowledge of the National Weather Service Integrated Warning Concept; and are

 FCC licensed as Amateur Radio Operators, with access to a wide portion of the radio spectrum

using their own decentralized pool of equipment.

There is no single plan that will be able to anticipate and provide for all contingencies. Each unit at the County
or District level faces somewhat different situations and issues. Specificity should increase as each subordinate

plan approaches the local level.

This emergency operations plan is a living document needing regular attention. Many details, including
contact information, radio frequencies, and personnel changes, should be updated at least annually.

This plan also assumes that the use of amateur radio as a method of emergency communications is a method
of last resort “when all else fails.”
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III. Situation and Assumptions

A. Population

Minnesota has a current population estimated at approximately 5,287,976 in 2008. Between 1930 and 2008 the

State’s population has more than doubled. Minnesota’s population is expected to rise about 5 percent each
year on average, for the next 20 years.

The fastest population growth is projected for the Twin Cities region, particularly suburban and semi-rural
exurban areas beyond the suburbs but still within the Twin Cities commuting area. Strong increases are also

projected for the Rochester and St. Cloud areas. By 2020, 68 percent of Minnesota's population will live in one
of these three metropolitan areas, including their suburban and exurban areas.

The state is divided into 87 counties. Each county in the Minnesota Section has one position for Emergency

Coordinator, except St. Louis County, where the county is divided between two Emergency Coordinators --
one north and one south – for a total of 88 county-level Emergency Coordinators.

B. Geography

Minnesota is the 12th largest state in the nation with an area of 86,943 square miles within a land mass that is

407 miles long and 360 miles wide. The state has 7,326 square miles of land covered by water, borders four
other states – (North and South Dakota to the west, Wisconsin to the east and Iowa to the south) and shares an

international border with the Canadian Provinces of Manitoba and Ontario to the north.

Most of Minnesota is comprised of gently rolling plains formed when glaciers moved over the area.

The northern part of Minnesota is the most rugged. The northeast section of the state has many rocky ridges

and deep lakes and the area north of Lake Superior is the roughest and most isolated. Eagle Mountain, the
highest point in Minnesota, is located north of Lake Superior. In the far northeast, the Minnesota border

resembles an arrowhead and is called the Arrowhead Country.

About half of Minnesota is covered by the rolling plains left by the ice age. These areas are covered by fertile

topsoil. Though some sections are sandy and stony, these areas have some of the richest farmland in the
United States.

Along the Mississippi River, in the southeastern section of the state, the land is relatively flat, cut by deep

valleys created by fast flowing rivers and streams.

In southwestern Minnesota, glaciers left thick deposits of sand, gravel, and clay. This area is crisscrossed by

many streams. The few flat areas make good farmland.

The highest temperature recorded in Minnesota is 114°, Fahrenheit, recorded on July 6, 1936 at Moorhead.

The lowest temperature in Minnesota was -60°, recorded on February 2, 1996 at Tower.

C. Hazards and Vulnerabilities

A hazard represents an event or physical condition that has the potential to cause fatalities, injuries, property
damage, infrastructure damage, agricultural losses, damage to the environment, interruption of business, or
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other types of harm or loss. Floods and wildfire hazards represent the pervasive and primary events that

result in disaster losses. Secondary hazards include levee failure and severe weather.

Vulnerability indicates the level of exposure of human life and property to damage from natural and

manmade hazards. Minnesota and its people are vulnerable to a wide range of hazards that threaten
communities, businesses, government and the environment.

The Homeland Security Advisory System is one way the State of Minnesota notifies the public of increased

threat levels. Minnesota ARES embraces this advisory system and shall respond in accordance with the
procedures outlined in SOP 3-C-001.

Below are examples of the hazards and vulnerabilities faced in the state:

1. Civil Unrest

Civil unrest is usually triggered by dramatic political or social events. Every major metropolitan area in
Minnesota has experienced and is at risk for, civil unrest.

2. Dam and Levee Failure

Minnesota has over 1,000 dams and hundreds of miles of mostly earthen levees that protect the state’s
residents, agricultural lands and water supply.

 Although rare, dam failures can cause sudden and catastrophic flooding in communities downstream
and disrupt the state’s water supply.

 Levees are subject to failure without warning, but are especially subject to failure during an

earthquake or flood.

3. Earthquake

Although infrequent, major earthquakes have accounted for and continue to have the greatest potential for
loss of life, injury and damage to property.

4. Energy Disruption

Minnesota obtains electric power from a variety of in- and out-of-state sources, including gas-fired power
plants, nuclear power plants, hydropower and renewable sources such as wind, geothermal and solar power.

Minnesota produces both natural gas and petroleum, but imports more than it produces.

 Minnesota’s energy production, storage and distribution systems are vulnerable to physical hazards

as well as shortages caused by market forces, weather and operating conditions.

 Energy disruption may have significant impacts on the state’s economy, environment and standard of
living. During extreme weather, an energy disruption may result in a risk to public health and safety.

5. Fire

Depending upon terrain and vegetation, wildfire hazard risk exposure is generally pervasive, with high

concentrations in northern Minnesota. Fires can spread rapidly, and often engulf vast amounts of land before

suppression efforts are realized. From January 2000 till the end of 2008, nearly 390,000 acres of land has been

consumed by wildfires in Minnesota with the largest being along the Gunflint Trail in northeastern Minnesota.
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6. Flood

Flooding poses a serious risk to life, property and public health and safety and could cripple the state’s
economy. Substantially populated counties with vulnerable populations are in flood-prone areas of

Minnesota. In addition, many urban and rural areas are not protected by levees and are subject to recurring,
seasonal flooding by local rivers or streams.

7. Food and Agricultural Emergency

Agriculture includes animal and plant products that are produced and consumed within the state. Damage to
agriculture, including loss of crops and death of animals, can be the secondary impact of another emergency

such as severe weather, flooding, or can result from disease and pest infestation.

 Disruption in production or distribution of agriculture products can result in food shortages.

 Agriculture products, including those produced within Minnesota and those shipped into the state,
are at risk of contamination at various points in the production cycle.

 Food contamination can result in both localized and widespread food-borne illness, thereby causing a

public health emergency.

8. Hazardous Material Emergency

Minnesota has hundreds of businesses that are regulated for storing, transporting, or handling hazardous
materials. There are also two nuclear power plant sites in the state, both of which are operational. General

categories of hazardous materials include chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, explosive, oil spills and

any incident that results in the release of agents into the environment.

 Depending on the severity of release and type of material, a hazardous materials emergency may
cause injury, death, property damage, environmental damage, or may result in orders to evacuate or

shelter in place.

9. Pandemic and Epidemic

A disease outbreak can cause illness and result in significant casualties. Since 1900, there have been three

influenza pandemics that killed approximately 600,000 people in the United States. In 2007, approximately 380
cases of West Nile Virus resulted in 21 deaths.

10. Severe Weather

Extremely hot or cold temperatures can result in death, especially among the medically fragile and elderly and

have significant impacts on agriculture.

 Approximately 20 people die each year from heat-related emergencies, but a severe or extended heat

wave can cause more casualties.

 Multi-year droughts may result in water shortages, which impact water available for human

consumption and agriculture production in the more arid areas of the state.
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11. Terrorist Attack

Minnesota’s population, industrial infrastructure, economic importance, international reputation, media
industry and numerous iconic features combine to make the state a potential target for both domestic and

international terrorist attacks. Terrorists typically exploit vulnerabilities caused by technological hazards and
may include hazardous materials, biological agents that result in epidemics, or attempts to damage the state’s

critical infrastructure including cyber attacks which pose potentially devastating disruptions to essential

communications such as voice, email and Internet connectivity.

D. Assumptions

Below are assumptions reflecting the situations that must be considered in order to achieve effective
emergency management in Minnesota:

 All incidents are local.

 Emergencies may occur at any time with little or no warning and may exceed capabilities of local,

state, federal, tribal governments and the private sector in the affected areas.

 Emergencies may result in casualties, fatalities and displace people from their homes.

 An emergency can result in property loss, interruption of essential public services, damages to basic

infrastructure and significant harm to the environment.

 The greater the complexity, impact and geographic scope of an emergency, the more multi-agency

coordination will be required.

 The political subdivisions of the state will mobilize to deliver emergency and essential services under

all threats and emergencies.

 Mutual aid and other forms of assistance will be rendered when impacted jurisdictions exhaust or

anticipate exhausting their resources.

 Individuals, community based organizations and businesses will offer services and support in time of

disaster.

 State agencies and departments with regulatory oversight responsibilities will continue in their same

roles during all phases of an emergency and will insert themselves into the organizational chain to
support emergency management efforts.

 Neighboring states will come to Minnesota’s aide through the Emergency Management Assistance
Compact (EMAC) and/or other mechanisms and agreements.

 The federal government will provide emergency assistance to Minnesota when requested and in
accordance with the National Response Framework (NRF).

 Federal and state response and recovery operations will be mutually coordinated to ensure the
effective mobilization of resources to and in support of the impacted jurisdictions.
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IV. ARES Organization

The Amateur Radio Emergency Service is an organization of amateur radio operators overseen by the
American Radio Relay League (ARRL). These amateur radio operators train to provide communications

during emergencies. ARES has formal agreements to provide communications for several national, non-profit

emergency agencies, FEMA and with many state and local emergency management organizations. Many
ARES members complete training courses offered by the ARRL and provide emergency services through the

ARRL’s local and regional emergency communications organization. Additional information about ARES is

available from the ARRL.

A. Management Structure

1. Section Emergency Coordinator (SEC)

The SEC is the assistant to the Section Manager for emergency preparedness. The SEC is appointed by the SM
to handle all matters pertaining to emergency and public service communications and the Amateur Radio

Emergency Service (ARES) on a Section-wide basis. The SEC post is one of top importance in the Section and the

individual appointed to it should devote all possible energy and effort to this one challenging
organizational program for Amateur Radio. There is only one SEC appointed in each section of the ARRL

Field Organization.

The SEC may appoint Assistant Section Emergency Coordinators, whose exact titles and responsibilities are

based on functions determined by the SEC, and can serve functions such as Liaison, Planning, Training, etc.

SEC Responsibilities:

 Encourage all groups of community amateurs to establish a local emergency organization.

 Advise the SM on all Section emergency policies and planning, including the development of a Section
Emergency Communications plan.

 Cooperate and coordinate with the Section Traffic Manager so emergency and traffic nets in the
section present a united public service front, particularly in the proper routing of Welfare traffic in

emergency situations. Cooperation and coordination should also be maintained with other section
leadership officials as appropriate, particularly with the State Government Liaison and Public Information

Coordinator.

 Recommend candidates for Emergency Coordinator and District Emergency Coordinator
appointments (and cancellations) to the Section Manager and determine areas of jurisdiction of each
amateur so appointed. At the SM’s discretion, the SEC may be directly in charge of making (and

canceling) such appointments. In the same way, the SEC can handle the Official Emergency Station
Appointments.

 Promote ARES membership drives, meetings, activities, tests, procedures, etc. at the Section level.

 Collect and consolidate monthly Emergency Coordinator and District Emergency Coordinator reports.

Submit monthly progress summaries to the SM and ARRL Headquarters. This includes the timely
reporting of emergency and public safety communications rendered in the Section for inclusion in
QST.

 Maintain contact with other communication services and serve as liaison at the Section level with all

agencies served in the public interest, particularly in connection with State and local government, civil
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preparedness, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Red Cross, Salvation Army and the National

Weather Service. Such contact is maintained in cooperation with the State Government Liaison.

Requirements:

 Technician or higher class FCC license

 Full ARRL membership

The SEC is encouraged to earn the following:

 Successful completion of FEMA IS-100, IS-200, IS-300, IS-400, IS-700 and IS-800

 Completion of ARECC-01 and ARECC-02

Reports To:

 The SEC reports directly to the SM. In Minnesota, the appointing authority for a SEC is the SM.

2. District Emergency Coordinator (DEC)

The ARRL District Emergency Coordinator is appointed by the SEC to supervise the efforts of local
Emergency Coordinators in the defined district, and to provide support to the local Emergency Coordinators

during emergencies.

The DEC may appoint Assistant District Emergency Coordinators, whose exact titles and responsibilities are

based on functions determined by the DEC.

DEC Responsibilities:

Coordinate the organization of Emergency Coordinators in your district by doing the following:

 Regular communication/contacts with Emergency Coordinators

o At least one yearly face-to-face meeting

o At least one quarterly phone contact

o Communicate via email as needed

o Quarterly meeting with all Emergency Coordinators as a group, either by conference call or in
person, is highly encouraged but flexible due to geography.

 Act as backup for local areas without an Emergency Coordinator and assist in maintaining contact

with governmental and other agencies within your area of jurisdiction.

 Forward prospective EC appointments to the SEC using FSD-156 form for consideration of

appointment. An accompanying letter stating why this person should become an EC should be

accompanied with the FSD-156 form.

 Coordinate the interrelationship between local emergency plans and between communications

networks within your area of jurisdiction.

Coordinate the emergency participation of Emergency Coordinators in your district by doing the following:

 Make local decisions in the absence of the SEC or through coordination with the SEC, concerning the
allotment of available amateurs and equipment during an emergency.

 Provide direction in the routing and handling of emergency communications of either a formal or
tactical nature, with specific emphasis being placed on Welfare traffic.
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 Assist ECs by liaising with served agencies

 Provide District support for Logistics (Resources) and Planning.

 Report activities to the SEC and/or any applicable ASECs.

Coordinate the reporting and documenting of ARES activities in your district of jurisdiction by doing the
following:

 Receive the monthly reports from ECs and send them to the SEC via email or by using the online form
(tentative) on the www.MinnesotaARES.org website.

Coordinate the training of Emergency Coordinators in your District by doing the following:

 Maintain training records of the Emergency Coordinators as per the Section Training Officer’s

requirements, and forward such records to the Training Officer when requested.

 Participate/Plan/Coordinate in the yearly Simulated Emergency Test (either local, district, or section)

and encourage the Emergency Coordinators to participate and report to ARRL for points.

 Assist in Field Day by attending as many events in your District as possible, in order to meet the
participating ARES personnel and to forge deeper relationships with Emergency Coordinators.

Additional Duties and Responsibilities:

District Emergency Coordinators will maintain regular contact with the Section Emergency Coordinator via

email and/or telephone.

District Emergency Coordinators will keep the Section Emergency Coordinator informed on any pertinent
matters that effect Emergency Coordinator operations in a given jurisdiction.

Recruitment of new hams and League members is an integral part of the job of every League appointee.

District Emergency Coordinators will take advantage of every opportunity to recruit a new ham or member to

foster growth of Field Organization programs, and our abilities to serve the public.

District Emergency Coordinators effectively represent the Section Emergency Coordinator, and must do so in

a manner positively reflective of the SEC and the Section ARES organization.

District Emergency Coordinators will, while on duty, wear their name badge that states their name, call sign,
and position title. They will also wear any type of apparel that has the ARES logo, so long as it is in good taste.

District Emergency Coordinators will recruit Assistant District Emergency Coordinators to represent them
when the District Emergency Coordinators are unavailable, or to assist the District Emergency Coordinator in

daily or emergency duties.

District Emergency Coordinators will promote the Emergency Coordinators to appoint Assistant Emergency
Coordinators, and advise them on appropriate choices as per the best interest of the organization.

District Emergency Coordinators will recognize Emergency Coordinators, Assistant Emergency Coordinators,
and their ARES personnel acts that positively affect Minnesota Section ARES and award such acts using

ARRL/ARES supplied stationary and certificates when available.

District Emergency Coordinators will act as model emergency communicators as evidenced by dedication to

purpose, reliability and understanding of emergency communications.
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District Emergency Coordinators should be conversant in National Traffic System routing and procedures as
well as have a thorough understanding of the locale and role of all vital governmental and volunteer agencies

that could be involved in an emergency.

Minimum Qualifications/Requirements:

Technician or higher class FCC license; Full ARRL membership.

Successful completion of FEMA IS-100, IS-200, IS-700, and IS-800 is required for initial appointment.

Successful completion of FEMA IS-300 and IS-400 is required for any DEC filling in for the SEC during

multijurisdictional, unified command events, and is strongly recommended otherwise.

ARRL ARECC-01 and ARECC-02, or a future Minnesota alternative as determined by the future training plan.

3. Emergency Coordinator (EC)

The Emergency Coordinator is a key person in ARES. The EC prepares for, and engages in, management of

communications needs in disasters and promotes and enhances the activities of the Amateur Radio Emergency

Service (ARES) for the benefit of the public, as a voluntary, non-commercial communications service.

The EC may appoint Assistant Emergency Coordinators, whose exact titles and responsibilities are based on

functions determined by the EC.

EC Responsibilities:

 Manage and coordinate the training, organization and participation of members of your unit, working

in support of the communities, agencies or functions designated by the SEC and/or SM. You direct all
matters involving recruitment and utilization of ARES volunteers for your unit, and work for the

growth and increase in strength of the unit.

 Hold regular meetings of your organized ARES group. Establish local communications networks on

a regular basis, and periodically test them by conducting realistic drills. During activations,

evaluate the communications needs of the jurisdiction and respond quickly to those needs.

 Assume authority and responsibility for emergency response and performance by ARES personnel
under your jurisdiction.

 Establish viable working relationships with federal, state, county, city governmental and private

agencies and organizations in your jurisdiction which will need the services of your ARES unit in
emergencies. Determine what agencies are active in your area, evaluate each of their needs, and

which ones you are capable of meeting, and then prioritize these agencies and their needs. Discuss

your planning with your District Emergency Coordinator, and your counterparts in each of the

agencies. Ensure they are aware of your group's capabilities and limitations. Your DEC may elect to

bring the SEC into the consultation process.

 Develop detailed local operational plans with "served" agency officials in your jurisdiction that define
what each of your expectations are during a disaster operation. Work jointly to establish protocols for

mutual trust and respect. Technical issues involving message format, security of message transmission,

Disaster Welfare Inquiry policies and others, should be reviewed and detailed in your EmComm plan.

 Establish an emergency traffic plan (including Welfare traffic), utilizing the National Traffic System as

one active component for traffic handling. Establish an operational liaison with local and section nets,

particularly for handling Welfare traffic in an emergency situation.
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 Work with other non-ARES amateur provider-groups and non-ham emergency communications

groups to establish mutual aid agreements.

 Report regularly to your DEC and SEC.

 Provide information about your ARES group frequently to your DEC.

 Report regularly to the SEC by sending an initial roster of all hams in your group (name, call,
address, city, state, zip, home telephone and class of license) so each member may be RACES

registered. You are expected to update this data by sending changes to the SEC or his/her designate

promptly, when they occur, with information copies to your DEC.

Qualifications:

 Technician or higher class FCC license,

 Full ARRL membership,

 Successful completion of FEMA IS-100, IS-200 and IS-700,

 Completion of ARECC-01 is recommended.

Reports To:

 The EC reports directly to the DEC in your district. In Minnesota, the appointing authority for an EC

is the SEC, with recommendations from the DEC.

B. Safety and Volunteer Status

Under no circumstances will any volunteer be asked or expected to place his/her life, family or property in

jeopardy.

1. Personnel Safety

Volunteers are required to take those prudent steps necessary, to protect their life, family and property.

2. Volunteer Status

Volunteer status is only extended when requested by competent authority under the provisions of law, and

only when duly registered in writing with the state, county or municipal agency that has requested the
volunteer’s services for that incident.

Volunteer status implies the status of an unpaid employee, under Minnesota statutes.

C. Pecuniary Interest

The FCC established the amateur radio service as a voluntary non-commercial radio communications service

that allows licensed operators to improve their communications and technical skills, while providing the
nation with a pool of trained radio operators and technicians who can provide essential communications

during emergencies.

No amateur station shall transmit communications for hire or for material compensation, or communications

in which the station licensee or control operator has a pecuniary interest, including communications on behalf
of an employer.
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In the spring of 2009, the FCC raised the topic of Part 97.113 as it relates to ham radio communications and

pecuniary interest, as well as communications performed on behalf of employers. There have been several

recent occurrences where ham communications, a degree of it related to emergency communications, have

been conducted on behalf of an employer – whether for-profit, non-profit, or government, enough, apparently,
for the FCC to take notice and raise the issue on its own.

There is no doubt that ham radio provides a crucial role in emergencies where effective communications is

needed. And while many of us devote our time and treasure preparing to assist our communities with our

ARES organizations, we need to bear in mind the governing Part 97 rules and regulations which allow ham

radio to be in existence in the first place.

Part 97.113 is by no means a new regulation. It has been “in the books” for well over a decade. Some may

contend that it needs to be revised to better accommodate emergency communications, and others believe that
it’s best left alone. Regardless, its present day form is what we have to live by.

D. Membership Requirements

ARES members in Minnesota are not simultaneously RACES members. To be a member of ARES, an FCC-
licensed Amateur Radio operator must fulfill the following requirements.

1. Desire to Serve

The Amateur Radio Operator need only express the desire to serve.

2. Application

The Amateur Radio Operator must fill out an ARES application (MnAF 001), and submit it to the local EC or

DEC.

The application form can be found on the Minnesota ARES website. See Attachment A

3. Active Membership

Upon approval of the application, the Amateur Radio Operator must maintain active membership in a local

ARES group.

ARES groups exist only where an EC has been appointed to direct and administer the group. If no EC has

been appointed in a particular political jurisdiction, such as a County, the Operator may request membership

in a neighboring County ARES group.

Some Emergency Coordinators (and their ARES group) exist without the usual affiliation with a political

jurisdiction. For example, an EC and ARES groups exist for the National Weather Service. An Amateur Radio
Operator who joins one of these special groups because of his/her expertise or interest has fully satisfied the

requirement for membership in an ARES group, because these special groups hold the same status as any

other ARES group in the State.

E. Dress and Appearance

Minnesota ARES members are encouraged to maintain a professional appearance at all times. All clothing
items should be clean, neat and appropriate for the occasion. When out in public, you are identifying yourself

with the Minnesota ARES organization, so wearing appropriate clothing is always recommended.
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It has become increasingly important during the global war on terrorism to be clearly identifiable to the

emergency responder and law enforcement teams as to who belongs on the scene and who does not. If you are

not easily identified as one of the responders, you may be asked to leave the scene. If you are ever challenged,

explain who you are and why you are there, and your role in the response effort. Also explain that you were
requested to respond to provide communications support. If you are asked to leave, identify the person

making the request and leave. Report the incident to your County EC or District EC to work out the problem

at the appropriate time.

F. Identification of Members

All ARES members shall carry their FCC issued Amateur Radio License (FCC 660), when operating an

amateur radio or when responding to an incident or training session. Members shall also carry the ARES

Identification Card (FSD 224), as issued by their immediate ARES group.

At least one government issued picture ID is required for entrance into the State EOC, Alternate State EOCs,

and various other areas of a sensitive or secure nature. Some ID badges/cards have expiration dates designed

to terminate at the end of the current incident/emergency.

1. Identification Cards

Each County Emergency Coordinator may issue an ARES ID Card to each member within their individual
ARES group.

2. Identification Badges

Counties and other political or special jurisdictions are encouraged to develop and issue their own ID badges.

At this point in time, Minnesota ARES is not issuing any ID Badges at the local level.

When issued, all volunteer ID badges should exhibit, as a minimum:

 Name and Amateur Radio call-sign (if any).

 Color or black-and-white photograph.

 Signature and title of competent authority issuing the card (EM, Sheriff, etc.).

Name of agency or political jurisdiction the volunteer is serving.

The ID badge should be laminated or die sublimation printed, to avoid alterations or damage.

The ID Badge format will be determined by the appropriate government agency.

In keeping with guidelines set forth by FEMA, a criminal background check for RACES applicants is
recommended.

G. Offensive Conduct, Harassment and Violence

It is the policy of the Section Emergency Coordinator to maintain an environment that is free from offensive

conduct, harassment and violence, based on race, color, creed, national origin, gender, religion, disability, age,
marital status, status with regard to public assistance or sexual orientation. The Section Emergency

Coordinator prohibits any form of religious, racial, color, creed, sexual gender, marital status, age, national
origin, status with regard to public assistance, sexual orientation or disability discrimination, harassment and

violence.
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It shall be a violation of this policy for any ARES member to engage in offensive or harassing verbal or

physical conduct of a sexual nature or regarding race, color, creed, national origin, gender, religion, disability,

age, status with regard to public assistance, marital status or sexual orientation towards any ARES member,

member or employee of a served agency, or member of the general public, while acting as a representative of
ARES.

It shall be a violation of this policy for any ARES member to inflict, threaten to inflict, or attempt to inflict

sexual violence or violence based on religion, race, color, creed, gender, marital status, status with regard to

public assistance, sexual orientation, age, national origin or disability, upon any ARES member, member or

employee of a served agency, or member of the general public, while acting as a representative of ARES.

The Section Emergency Coordinator will act to investigate all complaints, either formal or informal, verbal or

written, of offensive, harassing or violent conduct of a sexual nature or based upon religion, national origin,
race, color, creed, gender, sexual orientation, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, age, or

disability, and to discipline or take action against any ARES member who is found to have violated this policy.

H. Disciplinary Actions

Any person violating the terms of “G. Offensive Conduct, Harassment and Violence” will no longer be

accepted as a volunteer and such action is not subject to appeal. Volunteers are accepted and denied subject to

the needs of the organization. No other process or action is required.
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V. Other Amateur Radio Organizations

A. AERO

Association of Emergency Radio Organizations (AERO) is not a club or a controlling organization of any sort.

AERO is closer to being a voluntary standards group. It standardizes a means of communication between the

various emergency services groups and clubs via the member-representatives.

The primary mission of the organization has been to teach AERO Basic to any and all who desire a minimum

level of understanding of how emergency communications works.

1. Objectives

Member representatives will communicate local training and drill events that are open to other groups or

volunteers. In the event of an emergency, the AERO e-mail reflector can be a means of communicating a

message to the maximum number of groups or volunteers. The AERO roster provides another communication
option.

2. Cooperation

When emergency communications volunteers have at least the AERO Basic training, any group making a
mutual aid request will know the minimum skill level of the volunteers who respond. This is similar to the

new FEMA requirements that all emergency scene volunteers must have certain minimum levels of training to
be involved in emergency operations.

B. MARS

The Military Affiliate Radio System (MARS) is a Department of Defense sponsored emergency

communications program, established as a separately managed and operated program by the Army, Navy

and Air Force. The program consists of licensed amateur radio operators who are interested in military

communications. They contribute to the MARS mission providing auxiliary or emergency communications on

a local, national, and international basis as an adjunct to normal communications. The members process
morale, welfare, and official record and voice communications traffic for Armed Forces personnel and

authorized U.S. Government civilian personnel stationed throughout the world.

1. Objectives

The members process morale, welfare, and official record and voice communications traffic for Armed Forces
personnel and authorized U.S. Government civilian personnel stationed throughout the world.

For contact information, please refer to the following Minnesota MARS Websites:

 Navy/Marine Corps MARS: http://www.mnmars.org

 Army MARS: http://www.qsl.net/aav5th

2. Cooperation

A call to any MARS station operator by competent authority can immediately initiate their emergency

communications system. A complete roster of MARS stations in Minnesota can be provided to any local, state
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or federal emergency management or law enforcement agency upon request to either the Assistant to the State

Director for Emergency Communications or the Minnesota State Director. Requests should be on agency

letterhead and signed by the department personnel responsible for emergency management or law

enforcement.

C. MnVOAD

The members of Minnesota Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster (MnVOAD) have much to contribute

to a jurisdiction before, during and after a disaster. Voluntary agencies can help emergency managers by
providing volunteer and donations management, to help reduce the burden that is sometimes caused by

unsolicited offers of help. Member organizations also independently provide a variety of relief and recovery

services to victims. Many voluntary agencies in Minnesota do not have strict service boundaries and are

willing and able to respond throughout the state within hours.

1. Objectives

MnVOAD increases the awareness of voluntary resources that are available before and during a disaster and

how they each can be tapped. MnVOAD also works to ensure member organizations adhere to applicable
training and professional standards. For contact information, please refer to the MnVOAD Contact List.

2. Cooperation

In an emergency, any MnVOAD agency can be contacted directly. Additionally, MnVOAD can assist with

contacting voluntary agencies individually, either through e-mail or via conference call. The Minnesota State
Duty Officer can help you contact the MnVOAD leadership.

C. RACES

The Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES) in Minnesota is not an actual organization, but rather a

set of operating rules under which amateur radio stations operate when authorized by specific civil agencies.

The RACES is used to provide radio communication for civil defense purposes. It is administered by local,
county, and state civil defense organizations and is supported by the Federal Emergency Management Agency

(FEMA) as well as the FCC. The rules that apply to RACES are in Section 97.407 of the Commission's Rules.

All communications transmitted in RACES must be specifically authorized by the civil defense organization

for the area served and only certain types of civil defense communications may be transmitted. Operations
under RACES can only be conducted by licensed Amateurs who are registered with a government emergency

management agency. The RACES is administered by civil authorities and not the ARRL.

State and local authorities reserve the right to select and approve those who operate under their authority by

screening background checks, requiring certain training, and participation in exercises.

The State of Minnesota does not currently have any organized state RACES program. All RACES certifications
and assignments within Minnesota are handled at the city and county level.

At present, there are only a handful of ARES groups within the state of Minnesota that are currently certified

by their local emergency management agencies to operate under RACES guidelines during emergency

incidents.
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1. Objectives

The primary objective of RACES is to provide amateurs with a special opportunity to serve governmental and
civil preparedness agencies during "declared" emergencies and disasters. ARRL has signed a memorandum of

understanding with FEMA to enhance the coordination of ARRL and FEMA resources.

2. Cooperation

Although ARES and RACES are separate entities, the ARRL advocates dual membership and cooperative

efforts between operators whenever possible. The RACES regulations now make it simple and possible for an
ARES group, whose members are enrolled in and certified for RACES operation, to operate in an emergency

with great flexibility.

Using the same operators and the same frequencies, an ARES group, also enrolled as RACES, can "switch

hats" from ARES to RACES and RACES to ARES to meet the requirements of the situation as it develops. For
example, during a "non-declared" emergency, the group can operate under ARES®, but when an emergency

or disaster is officially "declared" by a state or federal authority, the operation can become RACES with no

change in personnel, equipment, or frequencies.

Every licensed amateur, regardless of membership in ARRL or any other local or national organization is

eligible for membership in ARES. The possession of emergency powered equipment is desirable, but is not a
requirement for membership. The eligibility for RACES is the same as ARES, except that each amateur must

also be enrolled in a local emergency management agency.

D. REACT

Radio Emergency Associated Communication Teams (REACT) Teams provide public service communications
to individuals, organizations, and government agencies to save lives, prevent injuries, and give assistance

wherever and whenever needed. REACT strives to establish a monitoring network of trained volunteer

citizen-based communicators using any and all available means to deliver the message.

1. Objectives

 To assist in any emergency by furnishing radio communications in cooperation with authorities and
other volunteer organizations.

 To practice and encourage operating excellence through skilled communications techniques.

 To maintain equipment at peak efficiency and operate in accordance with all government regulations.

 To advise the public on correct, effective use of CB Emergency Channel 9.

2. Cooperation

Teams participate in their communities' disaster preparedness plans through cooperative agreements with the

American National Red Cross, the Salvation Army, and the National Weather Service. In addition, REACT

International is a participating member of National VOAD (Volunteer Organizations Active in Disasters).

Many of REACT’s State Council organizations and local Teams are also members of the State chapter of
MnVOAD.
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E. SKYWARN

The effects of severe weather are felt every year by many Americans. To obtain critical weather information,
NOAA's National Weather Service (NWS), part of the U.S. Department of Commerce, established

SKYWARN® with partner organizations. SKYWARN® is a volunteer program with nearly 290,000 trained
severe weather spotters. These volunteers help keep their local communities safe by providing timely and

accurate reports of severe weather to the National Weather Service.

There are six NWS Weather Forecast Offices that serve portions of Minnesota.

Specific weather related information can be obtained from the following NWS websites:

Aberdeen, SD: http://www.crh.noaa.gov/abr/

Chanhassen, MN: http://www.crh.noaa.gov/mpx/

Duluth, MN: http://www.crh.noaa.gov/dlh/

Grand Forks, ND: http://www.crh.noaa.gov/fgf/

La Crosse, WI: http://www.crh.noaa.gov/arx/

Sioux Falls, SD: http://www.crh.noaa.gov/fsd/
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1. Objectives

Although SKYWARN® spotters provide essential information for all types of weather events, the main
responsibility of a SKYWARN® spotter is to identify and describe locally severe storms.

2. Cooperation

SKYWARN® spotters provide weather related information to not only the NWS, but also to local Emergency

Management Agency officials, fire departments, police departments, schools, and various other agencies. All

of this is in direct support of ensuring the safety and well-being of the general public.

F. Independent Communications Groups

Independent Communication Groups, such as the Bloomington Communications Group, are starting to form
across the country. By their design, they are able to provide specialized public service communications to

individuals, organizations, and government agencies.

1. Objectives

 To assist in furnishing radio communications in support of specified events.

 To maintain equipment at peak efficiency and operate in accordance with all governing regulations.

2. Cooperation

Minnesota ARES groups are welcome to accept communications support from other Minnesota based

Independent Communications Groups, with the understanding that these groups do not fall under the ARES
structure, and thus are not under the authority of ARES leadership. Cooperative agreements such as a

Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) or Letter of Agreement (LOA) should be established with each group
desiring a working relationship with Minnesota ARES.
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VI. Logistics

A. Personnel

Each ARES EC is responsible for maintaining a complete and accurate list of all members within their area of

responsibility. As a minimum, this list should contain name, call sign, address, and phone number. The list

should also contain information about the operator, including license class, any certifications (e.g., Red Cross

training, EMT training), physical limitations and any other information the coordinator feels is necessary.

If possible, one or more members in the ARES group should be listed as an Official Emergency Station (OES).

B. Equipment

Each ARES EC should maintain a complete and accurate list of resources within their area of responsibility.

This list should contain information about what kind of equipment each amateur has, including radio

equipment, alternate power sources, type of vehicle, and any other equipment the coordinator feels is
necessary.

C. Frequencies

There are many frequencies available to the amateur radio service. During incidents which may require
mutual assistance from other groups, the frequencies listed in the attached documents are the frequencies of

choice. Whenever multiple serving groups and/or nets are in use, standardized frequencies reduce the
possibility of confusion.

1. Simplex Frequencies

During a disaster, a local repeater system might not be reliable. For this reason, Minnesota ARES has

designated a set of simplex frequencies to enable responding amateur radio operators to use. Each of these

frequencies has an intended use, but can be utilized as needed.

See Minnesota ARES SOP 6-C-001

2. VHF/UHF Repeater Frequencies

During a disaster, primary Net Control operations should be conducted on a local VHF repeater, if available.

For this reason, Minnesota ARES recommends all ARES members maintain a current listing of Minnesota

repeater frequencies.

See the Minnesota Repeater Council’s website: http://www.mrc.gen.mn.us/index.html

3. SKYWARN Frequencies (By Region)

See Minnesota ARES SOP 6-C-003

4. MARS Frequencies

MARS frequencies are restricted to authorized operators of the Military Affiliate Radio System (MARS) and

are not generally released to the public. Since MARS frequencies are located outside of our amateur radio
bands, Minnesota ARES will not be publishing these frequencies.
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5. REACT Frequencies

Specific Minnesota REACT operating frequencies are designated by the President of the Minnesota REACT
Team Council. When an ARES group and a REACT Team within a specific jurisdiction have agreed to operate

on the same amateur frequencies, the EC from the ARES group shall notify the Minnesota ARES SEC of the
jurisdiction’s frequency plan. See Annex 1

6. RACES Frequencies

Specific operating frequencies are designated by the RACES Radio Officer (RO) from each jurisdiction having
a RACES group. When ARES and RACES groups within a specific jurisdiction have agreed to operate on the

same amateur frequencies, the EC from the ARES group shall notify the Minnesota ARES SEC of the
jurisdiction’s frequency plan.

7. Other Frequencies (CB/FRS/GMRS/Public Service)

The citizens of Minnesota often have access to radio communications equipment. Some of these radios have

pre-allocated emergency frequencies. Others have frequencies that have become “recognized” as emergency

channels over time and through normal use. Listed below are the most common of these radio frequencies that
are in use today.

See Annex 2

D. Forms and Checklists

It is important to standardize the forms and checklists being used by all ARES groups. With a standardized
format, the accuracy and readability of data collected increases exponentially. For this reason, Minnesota

ARES highly recommends using the forms listed in Attachment B.

E. Mutual Assistance/Aid

1. ARES Mutual Assistance Team (ARESMAT)

The ARESMAT Team consists of up to seven teams, each having up to 25 highly motivated and committed,
technically skilled members who personally own extensive amounts of radio equipment, tools, test equipment

and supplies, as well as extensive 72 hour self-support gear and supplies. All members are drawn from County
ARES programs from around the State. These volunteers understand that participation is at their personal

expense, but it is incumbent upon the requesting DEC or County EC that every effort for reimbursement of
expenses or “value in kind” is explored and provided if possible.

Team members who respond will be self-sufficient, including shelter, for 72 hours. Past that time, the
requesting EC should be planning to provide logistics support for the team members (meals, shelter, water,

etc.).

ARESMAT Team Members understand that they will be under the operational control of the requesting
DEC or County EC.

Team Members will coordinate departure days and times with the requesting DEC or County EC and both

parties are encouraged to be flexible in meeting the mission need, and the personal needs of all involved.

See Minnesota ARES SOP 6-E-001
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D. Logistics Support Team (LST)

The purpose of a Logistics Support Team is to manage amateur radio personnel, supplies, and equipment
during a large scale event. Examples of equipment include generators, power supplies, batteries, battery

chargers, extension cords, antennas, radio equipment, TNCs, computers, tools and other support equipment.

The primary functions of the Logistics Support Team are to:

 Recruit the personnel and equipment to support the incident,

 Establish shift schedules,

 Maintain personnel accountability,

 Maintain equipment accountability,

 Establish radio frequency plan.

Once activated, the amateur radio Logistics Support Team is responsible for locating, identifying, and tracking
the location and status of all amateur radio personnel and equipment used in support of the emergency

incident. This information shall be documented on ICS Form “ICS-211E” and “ICS 211P”.

All Net Control Stations should have at least two operators to ensure a smooth operation. While the team may

not be listening to all the frequencies in use, it should do some monitoring. The team should monitor the net
activity levels, and listen for possible problems. Of course, the team must continuously monitor at least one

frequency.

The Logistics Support Team will work closely with the Operations Support Team to ensure all radio operators

have the assets needed to support the mission.

The system described here is primarily designed for major or large scale events. Smaller events can use many
of the same guidelines, but may operate more informally.

If it appears that an event is or will become a major or large scale emergency, a Logistics Support Team should

be set up as soon as possible.

The team should monitor the net and listen for possible problems. Of course, the team must continuously

monitor at least one frequency.

The team should have at least one experienced representative from the local amateur radio serving group. It
should also have representatives from other radio groups assisting with the emergency. If there are no

organized local groups, nearby groups should join together to form a team.

A suggested minimum staffing for this site is two personnel.

The team shall maintain a list of equipment involved in the event, with the make, model, serial number, and

the owners name, call-sign, and phone number.

E. Operations Support Team (OST)

The purpose of an Operations Support Team is to manage amateur radio operations during a large scale event.

The primary functions of the Operations Support Team are to:

 Establish Communications Teams as required,

 Maintain accountability (location and status) of all Communications Team personnel,

 Establish Net Control Stations as required,
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 Maintain accountability (location and status) of all Net Control Station personnel,

 Coordinate the various nets, and

 Ensure effective net operations.

Once activated, the amateur radio Operations Support Team is responsible for designating operational

frequencies, functions, and Net Control Stations for various nets or traffic. In cooperation with the National
Traffic System leadership, it may choose to take steps such as requesting the SEC declare a 24-hour embargo

on incoming health and welfare traffic. The Operations Support Team will work closely with the LST to ensure

all radio operators have the assets needed to support the mission.

The system described here is primarily designed for major or large scale events. Smaller events can use many

of the same guidelines, but may operate more informally.

If it appears that an event is or will become a major or large scale emergency, an Operations Support Team

should be set up as soon as possible.

The team must have at least one experienced representative from the local amateur radio serving group. It

should also have representatives from other radio groups assisting with the emergency. The Section or District
EC should also be consulted. If there are no organized local groups, nearby groups should join together to

form a team.

The team’s site must be carefully chosen. A suggested minimum staffing for this site is one more person than

the number of frequencies in use at the team’s site.

The team shall maintain a list of the sites involved in the event, with the call, frequencies, and all digital radio
modes associated with each site. This information shall be documented on ICS Form “ICS-205”.

Station call signs or tactical calls may be used; however, once a site is set up, the site must continue to use the
same tactical call until it is shut down, even if this is days later.
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VII. Planning

A. State Communications Interoperability Plan (SCIP)

The Section EC shall be responsible for reviewing the SCIP with the State of Minnesota Division of Emergency

Communications Networks, which details how statewide emergency responders are able to communicate

with each other. The SCIP is available at: http://www.srb.state.mn.us

B. County Emergency Operations Plan (EOP)

Emergency Management Agencies in all counties and major cities within Minnesota maintain EOPs for their
jurisdictions. The respective ARES EC should contact the Director of Emergency Management to offer

assistance in reviewing the plan with them.

C. ARES Tactical Interoperable Communication Plan (TICP)

The TICP is intended to document what interoperable communications resources are available within the area,

what jurisdiction controls each resource, and what rules of use or operational procedures exist for the

activation and deactivation of each resource. The respective ARES DEC will be responsible for reviewing and

maintaining amateur radio specific information in each region’s TICP as per the direction of each region’s
TICP official. The Section EC shall be responsible for preparing and maintaining a TICP for the Minnesota

Section. The plan shall be reviewed at least annually.

D. Minnesota ARES Emergency Operations Plan

The Section EC is responsible for preparing and maintaining the Emergency Operations Plan for the
Minnesota Section. The plan shall be reviewed at least annually.

E. County ARES Emergency Operations Plan

Each County EC is responsible for preparing and maintaining an Emergency Operations Plan for their

jurisdiction. The plan shall be reviewed at least once annually.

F. Letters of Agreement (LOA)

Depending on the served agency, a Letter of Agreement may be preferred over an MOU. A Letter of

Agreement is a binding contract prepared in the form of a business letter and requires the signatures of all

parties involved.

An ARES group is useless if served agencies do not know how to effectively utilize them. Amateur radio, as

an organized group of volunteers, can have a great beneficial effect on communications to and from a disaster

area. Therefore, the interface between amateur radio and public service agencies (such as Police Departments,
Fire Departments, County Sheriff Offices, and Offices of Emergency Management) must be a coordinated

effort among each ARES group.

An agreement between an ARES group and its served agency should be documented in a written LOA. Any

letter of agreement between amateur radio groups and government agencies or other amateur radio groups

should be documented and included as part of the local EOP, with a copy sent to the SM and SEC for inclusion
in the Section’s EOP.
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G. Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

A Memorandum of Understanding is a document describing a bilateral or multilateral agreement between
parties.

An ARES group is useless if served agencies do not know how to effectively utilize them. Amateur radio, as
an organized group of volunteers, can have a great beneficial effect on communications to and from a disaster

area. Therefore, the interface between amateur radio and public service agencies (such as Red Cross, Salvation

Army, Hospitals, and Public Health Departments) must be a coordinated effort among each ARES group.

Each ARES group should designate a public service liaison. The liaison should act to educate the public

service organizations about the capabilities of amateur radio and how to use amateurs effectively. If there is
more than one ARES group in a local area, the liaisons should coordinate their activities accordingly.

An agreement between an ARES group and its served agency should be documented in a written MOU. Any
memorandum of understanding between amateur radio groups and government agencies or other amateur

radio groups should be documented and included as part of the local EOP, with a copy sent to the SM and

SEC for inclusion in the Section’s EOP.

H. Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)

An SOP is a written document or instruction detailing all steps and activities of a process or procedure.

I. Liability Waiver

One step in preventing lawsuits may be to have all members sign a waiver of liability, in which the member
states that he or she understands that emergency service can be hazardous, that they agree to assume the risks,

and that they and their heirs agree not to sue the emergency groups. While the value in court of such a waiver

may be limited, it does serve to show that the member was made aware that service in the group may be

hazardous, and that the member voluntarily assumed the risks.

J. Workers’ Compensation

Minnesota Statute 12.27 Subdivision 2a states: “(a) Individuals who volunteer to assist a local political

subdivision during an emergency or disaster, who register with that subdivision, and who are under the
direction and control of that subdivision are considered an employee of that subdivision for purposes of

workers’ compensation and tort claim defense and indemnification. (b) Individuals who volunteer to assist the

state during an emergency or disaster, who register with a state agency, and who are under the direction and

control of the state agency are considered an employee of the state for purposes of workers’ compensation and
tort claims defense and indemnification.”
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VIII. Operations

A. Pre-Notification

When a disaster appears imminent, a served agency may notify key serving groups to prepare for possible

activation. By doing this, agency response time is typically reduced, and potentially affected parties can take

precautionary measures prior to the incident occurring.

B. Declaration of Emergency

A local emergency may be declared by a mayor, the county board chair, or legal successors for a maximum
period of three days. The consent of the governing body is required to continue the declaration. Any related

order that has been given must be given public notice and filed with the chief of the local record keeping
agency of the affected political subdivision. A local declaration invokes disaster plans and assistance

agreements. No inter-jurisdictional agency or official may declare a local emergency without express prior
authorization. Inter-jurisdictional agencies are authorized to provide aid and services (Minn. Stat. §12.29).

C. Notification

In today’s wired world there are multiple ways to reach a person, and the effectiveness and preference of
contact could vary from person to person. You need to have multiple means of contacting a person with a

system flexible enough to allow for multiple types of contact and intelligent enough to keep trying the various

methods until successful. Contact methods could include:

 2-way radio

 Telephone (home, mobile, alternate numbers)

 Email (local ISP account, Yahoo or Hotmail, anything that would work if they don’t have access to

corporate email accounts)

 Instant Messaging

 Pagers (both text and numeric)

 PDA / SMS

 Fax

D. Mobilization

National, State and County emergencies and other contingencies require the capability to notify personnel or

recall them to their place of duty. Notifications/recalls should be as discreet as possible to avoid public
speculation or alarm. This plan establishes the requirement for each ARES group within Minnesota to produce

recall rosters to facilitate timely notification/recall of personnel.

Depending on the reason for a recall, certain personnel may be excused as determined by specific governing

directives, the Section EC, District EC, or the individual County Emergency Coordinator (EC).

Each recall roster should list all members and at least one phone number where the individual(s) can be

reached. The call up procedures should be tested at least once per year (more often is preferred) by calling all

operators on the list as if an emergency has occurred. This will ensure the process works and the accuracy of

the listing.
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E. Net Control

One person cannot always effectively perform an adequate job of being net control in an emergency or
simulated emergency. A second person can provide needed breaks, help keep records, log messages, keep

track of who is where, think, get food and water, and is necessary for an overall successful operation. The
second person is especially important when the event lasts many hours.

If any of the following tasks must be done by net control, one additional person should be added to the net

control team for each task. In many cases, it may be better to delegate these responsibilities to individuals not
at the net control site:

 Runner to deliver and receive messages

 Phone calls to notify members

 Scheduling and assigning operators to specific assignments

 Liaison to served agency

 Additional frequencies (at least one additional person for each additional frequency)

The net control team should be trained and experienced as Net Control Operators (NCO). Not everyone has

the ability or personality to be a good net control operator. A net control operator should be calm and
maintain control of the net, and aware of the overall environment within.

1. Duties and Responsibilities

The NCO runs the net. This person controls the flow of messages according to priority and keeps track of

where messages come from and where they go. The NCO also keeps a current list of which stations are where,

their assignments and what capabilities they have.

2. Prerequisites

Do you have what it takes to become a good NCO? Here is a short list of basic prerequisites:

 A clear speaking voice - someone who talks as though they have a mouth full of marbles won't do.

Fluency in the language if you have a thick accent or cannot use the language precisely may make it
difficult for others to understand you.

 The ability to handle mental and physical stress for long periods. Information and demands will be
coming at you from all directions all at once, sometimes for hours on end. Can you handle it without

losing your composure or your voice?

 The ability to listen and comprehend in a noisy and chaotic environment. Can you tune out all the

distractions and focus only on the job at hand?

 Good hearing - If you have a hearing loss that makes it tough to understand human voices, NCO or a

voice net is not the job for you.

 The ability to write legibly what you hear, as you receive it.

 The NCO needs a working knowledge of the Incident Command System (ICS); a management tool

designed to allow multiple agencies to interact cooperatively under a single Incident Commander.

 A competent NCO must be decisive and have the maturity to make good judgment calls. The NCO

needs a strong and self-assured management style and to know how to defuse tension and stress with
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an appropriate sense of humor. The NCO has constant concern for the safety of participants and

releases for rest any net member who is becoming too tired to function effectively

F. Situation Briefing

The situation briefing is given to the ARES EC to advise the responding amateur radio operators of the current
situation. This briefing is typically given in person to the ARES EC in a controlled environment such as the

Emergency Operations Center (EOC). It is not uncommon for these situation briefings to contain sensitive

information that is not to be released to the general public. It is the responsibility of the ARES EC to safeguard
this information and to release this information only to those ARES members that require it.

G. ARES Pre-Staging

Typically the ARES Pre-Staging is designed to provide a place and time to gather all ARES responders

together for duty kit inspection, procedures review, and delivery of the Incident Briefing. Priority should be
given to selecting a location that provides controlled access.

H. Incident Briefing

The incident briefing is given to all responding ARES members by the County EC. Exact contents of the
briefing are incident specific, but subject matter should be in the same format as detailed on ICS Form 201.

Contents of the Incident Briefing shall not be released to the general public or news media by ARES members,

unless specifically requested by the Incident Commander or the designated representative.

See Attachment C

I. Deployment

ARES members shall not deploy to an incident scene unless directed to do so by the Incident Commander or

the designated representative.

When responding to an incident scene, ARES members shall observe all traffic laws.

Privately owned vehicles of ARES members are not considered emergency response vehicles according to

current state statutes, therefore, the use of emergency lighting and sirens is forbidden.

ARES members shall not carry concealed weapons while responding to any declared emergency, incident,

training event or any other ARES sponsored activity, unless they are an “off-duty” POST certified Law

Enforcement Officer within the state of Minnesota and have appropriate identification on their person.

J. Incident Staging

Upon initial arrival on the incident scene, all ARES members shall immediately sign into the staging area and
await assignment.

K. Operations

ARES members shall perform all required duties in a professional manner, as quickly and accurately as
possible. ARES operations shall conform to NIMS standards, and the incident command system shall be

adhered to. See Annex 3 for typical command structure.
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L. Requesting Assistance

Requests for assistance shall come from the District Emergency Coordinator, Emergency Coordinator or
designated representative. Upon determination that there is a valid need for assistance, the following steps

should be taken, in the order listed, until a sufficient amount of personnel are secured.

 EC initiates a recall of all local ARES members

 When local resources are diminished, EC requests additional personnel from one neighboring
ARES group, honoring any mutual aid agreements or memoranda of understanding that might be

in place

 When mutual aid partner resources are diminished, EC contacts the District Emergency

Coordinator, requesting district-wide assistance

 DEC contacts additional ARES groups within the district, requesting whatever assistance is
required to respond

 When district-wide resources are diminished, DEC contacts SEC requesting section-wide
assistance

 SEC contacts available District Emergency Coordinators requesting assistance, and/or

 SEC contacts ARESMAT EC activating ARESMAT Teams

 SEC may contact neighboring Section Emergency Coordinators for additional assistance if needed.

M. Managing Volunteers

During an emergency, very capable amateur radio volunteers outside of the ARES organization volunteer to

help in an emergency situation. Since managing volunteers falls within the duties of county Emergency
Management officials, Minnesota Section ARES won’t specifically manage volunteers that volunteer to a

county.

However, the county Emergency Manager may wish to turn over appropriate individuals to become a part of

the ARES response. In that case, the volunteers will be under the guidance of the local EC, working roles that

best suit the needs of the EC. Under no circumstances should the non-ARES volunteer assume that they have
entitlement to a leadership role within the ARES organization, unless it is designated by the EC, DEC, or SEC.

N. Relief Crew Briefing

Prior to a relief crew taking over operations at an ARES station, the incoming crew shall be briefed by the

supervisor of the exiting crew. This briefing should follow the outline as listed on ICS Form 201.

See Attachment D

O. De-Mobilization

On smaller incidents, resources are released to finish shifts or work periods. Demobilization planning rests

with the Incident Commander and typical agency protocols. But on longer duration incidents, resources may

have worked in excess of agreed-upon work schedules or may have traveled well out of their jurisdiction. The
Finance/Administration Section may require documentation prior to outside agencies departing the incident.

In some cases, a priority of release may be necessary if all resources cannot be processed for release at the
same general time. Agency policy or work rules may impact this priority. There may be local, regional, or
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national guidance on release priorities for incident resources.

Agency policies, procedures, and agreements must be considered by the incident management prior to
releasing resources. If an injury occurred while on the incident, Worker's Compensation laws may apply and

documentation must be completed in a timely manner.

1. Responsibilities in De-Mobilization

 All Incident Supervisors and Managers: Identify excess resources and provide a listing with priorities
to Incident Command’s Demobilization Unit.

 Planning Section: Coordinate the development of the demobilization plan. The Demobilization Unit

Leader develops the specific, individual plan document and outline of the process. The Resource Unit

Leader assists the Demobilization Unit Leader in determining total resources assigned, home units,
length of assignment, and travel needs.

 Operations Section: Identifies continuing needs for operational resources and those that are, or will
be, excess to the incident, and prepares the list for the Demobilization Unit Leader.

 Logistics Section: Handles special transportation and communications needs and implements vehicle
inspection program.

 Finance/Administration Section: Processes claims, time records, and incident costs, and helps
determine release priorities.

 Liaison Officer: Identifies terms of agreements with assisting agencies in regard to release of the

resources and special needs.

 Safety Officer: Considers physical condition of personnel and ensures that supervisors assess their

subordinates' ability to travel.

 Agency Dispatch Centers and Ordering Points: Provide information for reassignment of released
resources to other incidents.

2. Release Priorities

The Command Team establishes release priorities for incident personnel and teams.

Crews from other Regions will be grouped for demobilization when possible. Emergency situations will

arise and will be handled expeditiously. Clearance for emergency demobilization is to be approved by

the appropriate Section Chief, IC, or Agency Representative.

Functional heads will identify surpluses within their units and submit a list (or lists) to the
Demobilization Unit Leader in the Planning Section. The Demobilization Unit will combine lists and form

a "Tentative Release" list to be submitted to the IC for review and approval. Demobilization will work
with the Resources Unit so that the resource status board can be kept up to date.

3. Release Procedures

Critical resources will be identified by the Incident Commander. These resources will be listed in the

Incident Action Plan and these resources cannot be released from the incident without Command

approval.

No person will be released without having a minimum of eight (8) hours rest, unless specifically
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approved by the IC.

All Federal resources must be able to arrive at their home base prior to 2200 (10 PM). Other agencies
and cooperators must meet individual agency regulations pertaining to rest and travel.

All Party Chiefs, Crew Supervisors, and Strike Team Leaders will be thoroughly briefed prior to leaving

the Incident. Briefing to include:

 Method of travel,

 Passengers (if any),

 Destination,

 ETD Camp/ETA home base, and

 Transportation arrangements.

All personnel returning home on commercial aircraft will be showered and wear clean clothing.

To prevent delays and work overloads, the Logistics and Finance sections will be notified as soon as
possible when surplus resources are to be demobilized. (The Demobilization Unit will try to advise the

two Units 24 hours in advance.) Notification of Incident personnel will be by posting of "Tentative

Releases" 12 hours in advance. Crew Supervisors may also be paged when the Demobilization process

is to begin.

P. Debriefing

Within five days of resolution of the incident, the EC of the affected jurisdiction, and the Team Leader of each

responding ARES group will conduct a critique of the incident. After reviewing the critique with responding
ARES members, they will be forwarded to the Section EC.

The purpose of the critique process is to evaluate the field response to the incident with a view toward
identifying methods for enhancing safety, preventing injuries, and improving efficiency.
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IX. Training

A. Required ARES Training

With the increased responsibilities placed on emergency responders and their supporting agencies, it has

become not only good practice, but mandated that all personnel responding to declared emergencies be

trained to specific levels. As a supporting agency of the Minnesota Department of Homeland Security and

Emergency Management, all Minnesota Section ARES personnel shall comply with the requirements of the

Minnesota ARES Training SOP.

Additional training requirements may be mandated by the District DEC or local EC.

See Minnesota ARES SOP 9-A-001

B. Monthly ARES Training

General monthly training is highly recommended to assist ARES members in achieving and maintaining both

federal and state certification requirements, and also to fully understand the roles, processes, procedures, and

responsibilities that are needed during activation.

This training should directly support the mission of ARES.

C. Served Agency Training

Most of our served agencies provide recurring training, and are willing to open it up to ARES personnel. It is

highly recommended that the local ARES EC remain in close contact with served agency officials, and

promote active attendance at all training events that are open to ARES personnel.
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X. Exercises

Minnesota ARES shall follow the HSEEP methodology of exercise management. This methodology is defined

and implemented using seven exercise types. The type of exercise that will best meet your requirements can be

identified through analyzing your capabilities, the training and exercises you have already conducted; and the
resources available for exercise planning, conduct, and evaluation.

The seven types of exercises are split into two categories, discussion-based and operations-based.

I. Discussion-Based Exercises

Discussion-based exercises are normally used as a starting point in the building-block approach of escalating
exercise complexity. Discussion-based exercises include seminars, workshops, tabletop exercises (TTXs), and

games. These types of exercises typically highlight existing plans, policies, interagency/inter-jurisdictional
agreements, and procedures. Discussion-based exercises are valuable tools for familiarizing agencies and

personnel with current or expected capabilities. Discussion-based exercises typically focus on strategic, policy-

oriented issues. Facilitators and/or presenters usually lead the discussion, keeping participants on track
toward meeting exercise objectives.

1. Seminars

Seminars are informal discussions, unconstrained by real-time portrayal of events and led by a presenter. The

presenter will generally provide an overview of, authorities, strategies, plans, policies, procedures, protocols,
response resources, and/or concepts and ideas. Seminars provide a good starting point for ARES groups that

are developing or making major changes to their plans and procedures.

2. Workshops

After seminars, workshops represent the second tier of exercises in the HSEEP building-block approach. They

differ from seminars in two important respects: participant interaction is increased, and the focus is on

achieving or building a product (such as a draft plan or policy). Workshops are often employed in

conjunction with exercise development to determine objectives, develop scenarios, and define evaluation
criteria.

A workshop may also be used to produce new standard operating procedures (SOPs), emergency
operations plans (EOPs), MAAs, multi-year plans, or improvement plans. To be effective, workshops must

be highly focused on a specific issue, and the desired outcome or goal must be clearly defined.

3. Tabletop Exercises

TTXs involve key personnel discussing hypothetical scenarios in an informal setting. This type of exercise can

be used to assess plans, policies, and procedures or to assess the systems needed to guide the prevention of,

response to, and recovery from a defined incident. TTXs typically are aimed at facilitating understanding of

concepts, identifying strengths and shortfalls, and achieving changes in the approach to a particular situation.
Participants are encouraged to discuss issues in depth and develop decisions through slow-paced problem

solving, rather than the rapid, spontaneous decision making that occurs under actual or simulated emergency

conditions. The effectiveness of a TTX is derived from the energetic involvement of participants and their

assessment of recommended revisions to current policies, procedures, and plans.
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TTX methods are divided into two categories: basic and advanced.

 In a basic TTX, the situation established by the scenario materials remains constant. It describes an

event or emergency incident (i.e., scenario) and brings discussion participants up to the simulated

present time. Players apply their knowledge and skills to a list of problems presented by the
leader/moderator; problems are discussed as a group; and the leader generally agrees on and

summarizes the resolutions.

 In an advanced TTX, play revolves around delivery of pre-scripted messages to players that alter the

original scenario. The exercise controller (or moderator) usually introduces problems one at a time in

the form of a written message, simulated telephone call, videotape, or other means. Participants

discuss the issues raised by the simulated problem, applying appropriate plans and procedures.

4. Games

A game is a simulation of operations that often involves two or more teams and uses rules, data, and
procedures to depict an actual or assumed real-life situation. The goal of a game is to explore decision-making

processes and the consequences of those decisions. A game does not require use of actual resources, and the

sequence of events affects, and is in turn affected by, decisions made by players.

With the evolving complexity and sophistication of current simulations, opportunities to provide enhanced

realism for game participants have increased. Computer-generated scenarios and simulations can provide a

more realistic and time-sensitive method of introducing situations for analysis. Planner decisions can be input

into realistic models to show the effects of decisions made during a game. Internet-based, multi-player games
offer many additional benefits, such as saving money by reducing travel time, offering more frequent training

opportunities, and taking less time away from primary functions. They also provide a collaborative

environment that reflects realistic occurrences.

B. Operations-Based Exercises

Operations-based exercises represent the next level of the exercise cycle. They are used to validate the plans,

policies, agreements, and procedures solidified in discussion-based exercises. Operations-based exercises

include drills, functional exercises (FEs), and full-scale exercises (FSEs). They can clarify roles and
responsibilities, identify gaps in resources needed to implement plans and procedures, and improve

individual and team performance. Operations-based exercises are characterized by actual reaction to

simulated intelligence; response to emergency conditions; mobilization of apparatus, resources, and/or

networks; and commitment of personnel, usually over an extended period of time.

1. Drills

A drill is a coordinated, supervised activity usually employed to validate a single, specific operation or

function in a specific group or organization. Drills are commonly used to provide training on new equipment,
develop or validate new policies or procedures, or practice and maintain current skills. Typical attributes of

drills include:

 a narrow focus, measured against established standards;

 immediate feedback;

 a realistic environment; and
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 performance in isolation.

The two most common drills used by amateur radio operators world-wide are the ARRL Simulated

Emergency Test (SET) and the ARRL Field Day Exercise. Each of these drills provide the ARES member an
opportunity to validate procedures, train on new equipment, and interact with other radio operators around

the region and often times around the world. A short description of each drill follows;

 ARRL Simulated Emergency Test (SET)

The ARRL Simulated Emergency Test is a nationwide exercise in emergency communications,
administered by ARRL Field Organization Leaders including Emergency Coordinators, District

Emergency Coordinators, Section Emergency Coordinators and Net Managers. Many other Section

Leaders like the Section Manager and the Section Traffic Manager may have a hand in planning the

exercises and/or reviewing the results. Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES), National Traffic
System (NTS), Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES) and other public-service oriented groups

can be involved.

ARRL Sections, ARES teams and nets may conduct their exercises anytime during September through

December. The SET weekend gives communicators the opportunity to focus on the emergency-

communications capability within local communities while interacting with NTS nets.

 ARRL Field Day

ARRL Field Day is the most popular on-the-air operating event in amateur radio. On the fourth full

weekend in June, tens of thousands of amateur radio operators gather for a public demonstration of our
service. Field Day is a part educational event, part operating event, part public relations event – and ALL

about FUN!

Field Day is truly the time in which we bring amateur radio to Main Street USA. By setting up in parking
lots, malls, Emergency Operations Centers, parks and even at home, amateur operators learn skills that

will allow them to better serve their communities. Setting up in these public venues gives added public
relations value – their friends and neighbors can see and experience the fun and public service capability

that their “ham radio” neighbors bring to the community.

2. Functional Exercises

An FE is designed to validate and evaluate individual capabilities, multiple functions, activities within a
function, or interdependent groups of functions. Events are projected through an exercise scenario with event

updates that drive activity at the management level. An FE simulates the reality of operations in a functional

area by presenting complex and realistic problems that require rapid and effective responses in a highly

stressful, time-constrained environment.

Response and recovery-focused FEs generally concentrate on exercising the plans, policies, procedures, and
staffs of the direction and control branches of Incident Command (IC), Unified Command (UC), and/or multi-

agency coordination centers (e.g., EOCs). Movement of personnel and equipment is simulated.

3. Full-Scale Exercises

The FSE is the most complex type of exercise. FSEs are multi-agency, multi-jurisdictional, multi-organizational
exercises that validate many facets of preparedness. They focus on implementing and analyzing the plans,

policies, procedures, and cooperative agreements developed in discussion-based exercises and honed in

previous, smaller, operations-based exercises. In FSEs, the reality of operations in multiple functional areas
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presents complex and realistic problems that require critical thinking, rapid problem solving, and effective

responses by trained personnel. During FSEs, events are projected through a scripted exercise scenario with

built-in flexibility to allow updates to drive activity. FSEs are conducted in real time, creating a stressful, time-

constrained environment that closely mirrors real events. The level of support needed to conduct an FSE is
greater than that needed during other types of exercises.

Response-focused FSEs include many first responders operating under the principles of the National incident

Management System (NIMS) to effectively and efficiently respond to an incident. Personnel and resources are

mobilized and deployed to the scene where they conduct their activities as if a real incident had occurred

(with minor exceptions). An FSE also may include functional play from participants not located at the exercise
incident response site, such as multi-agency coordination centers (MACCs), EOCs, or hospitals.
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XI. Continuity of Operations

Communication is vital in any catastrophic event. For this reason, all efforts should be taken to prevent having
large numbers of equipment items located in any one central area. The amateur radio community is a very

diverse community, and generally, all equipment is privately owned and stored at the owner’s residences.

Should a large scale event happen, equipment can be brought into the area as needed.

A. Management

In order to ensure the continuity of operations, should a large scale disaster occur, all management positions
within the Minnesota ARES organization shall follow order of succession as listed below;

1. SEC

In the absence of the Section Emergency Coordinator (SEC), the following is the order of succession;

 Designated Assistant SEC

 District Emergency Coordinator (DEC)

 Assistant DEC

2. DEC

In the absence of the District Emergency Coordinator (DEC), the following is the order of succession;

 Assistant DEC

 Designated Emergency Coordinator (EC)

 Assistant EC

3. EC

In the absence of an Emergency Coordinator (EC), the following is the order of succession;

 Assistant EC
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XII. Plan Administration

A. Plan Development

The Minnesota ARES Emergency Operations Plan is developed under the authority conveyed to the SEC by

the Section Manager and the ARRL.

B. Plan Distribution

As a minimum, one copy of this Emergency Operations Plan shall be distributed to each of the following

organizations;

 Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

 Minnesota Statewide Radio Board (SRB)

 American Radio Relay League (ARRL)

 Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES) - ARRL Section Emergency Coordinator

 Minnesota Army National Guard

 Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES)

o Anoka County

o Dakota County

o Hennepin County

o Ramsey County

o Sherburne County

 Radio Emergency Associated Communications Team (REACT) - Minnesota Team Council

 American Red Cross – All 18 Minnesota Chapters

 Salvation Army – Northern Division

o Twin Cities Service Area

o Greater Minnesota Service Area

 Minnesota Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management

 National Weather Service – Weather Forecast Offices serving Minnesota

o Aberdeen, SD

o Chanhassen, MN

o Duluth, MN

o Fargo/Grand Forks, ND

o La Crosse, WI

o Sioux Falls, SD

 Military Affiliate Radio System – Stations serving Minnesota
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o US Air Force

o US Army

o US Navy-Marine Corps.

 Association of Emergency Radio Operators (AERO)

 Minnesota Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster (MnVOAD)

Each group signing this document will maintain a copy of this document. Each of these groups will review the
document on an annual basis and shall forward updates, changes, and corrections to the ARRL Section

Emergency Coordinator.

The ARRL Section Emergency Coordinator (SEC), and Section Manager (SM), shall keep the official version of

the plan and will also keep a current list of the serving groups that are signatories of the plan. Copies shall be
available to any interested individual or group at the cost of printing and distribution. If funding is available,

copies may be mailed to serving groups.

MNPLAN meetings shall be publicized well in advance on the statewide nets. Any interested group can

submit a proposed revision. Revisions shall be determined by the SM and SEC. Updates in the form of

additional appendices and enclosures may be sent out on an as-needed basis.

C. Plan Maintenance

The SEC is charged with keeping the plan up to date. The SEC will review and develop revised drafts of the

plan in coordination with state agencies, local governments, served agencies, and District and County EC

input.

D. Administrative Practices

Adherence to standard administrative procedures is critical to ensure that resources to support response and
recovery activities are accurately tracked and accounted for.

ARES groups must also develop and integrate administrative procedures into their Standard Operating

Procedures (SOP). It is essential that all management officials follow the administrative practices required by
state law and the NIMS Guidelines.

E. Plan Approval

I hereby approve this comprehensive Minnesota ARES Emergency Operations Plan dated 03/13/2010.

APPROVED / DISAPPROVED APPROVED / DISAPPROVED

___________________________ __________________________

Daniel D. Anderson, KD0ASX Richard H. Jackson, KS0J

Section Emergency Coordinator Section Manager

Minnesota Section ARES Minnesota Section ARES
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APPROVAL OF THE PLAN

A representative of each serving group approving the plan shall sign the following statement:

“The serving group _________________________, agrees to use the Minnesota ARES Emergency Operations
Plan (MNPLAN) as a guide for operations in major or large scale events, whether simulated or actual. We

recognize that the MNPLAN is a dynamic document. We agree to review proposed changes and provide

comments where appropriate. If we desire a modification to any part of the plan, we will provide a written
explanation to the ARRL Section Emergency Coordinator. If we are not satisfied with how our objection is

handled, we reserve the right to withdraw our support of the MNPLAN by writing a letter to the ARRL

Section Emergency Coordinator, explaining our objection.”

I, _________________________, sign this Minnesota ARES Emergency Operations Plan on behalf of the serving

group listed above, today, ____________________ date.”
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Annexes
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